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Abstract 

The representation of a canal as a post-industrial space 
 
This dissertation considers the problematic representation of a post-industrial canal 

in contemporary imagery as only a pastoral site of leisure. It argues that a more 

nuanced approach is needed to provide an informative and meaningful 

representation, which recognises the wide-ranging narratives of the canal. These 

include the social spatialisation of the canal and the recognition of industrial decline, 

reflecting the reshaping of what was once an artery of the Industrial North to a 

marginal space. 

 

As well as research on the canal itself, this paper draws on the areas of visual 

culture and cultural geography to analyse how meanings are shaped for a post-

industrial space. It considers the parts heritage and history have in shaping meaning, 

including the role of the ruin. It examines the materiality of the canal and its flow, 

along with the existential importance of water and its use as a metaphor. Finally, it 

looks at contemporary uses of the canal, including leisure, living, gentrification and 

crime. 

 

The dissertation supports an accompanying body of photographic work that is 

disseminated as a short film and can be found at www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk. The 

dissertation concludes with the narrative from the film, marking the connection 

between the two works.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 The problem of utopian images of a post-industrial landscape 

I look at contemporary images of an old English canal, the Leeds and Liverpool 

Canal. They are predominantly pastoral, with a hay wain exchanged for narrowboats 

decked out like colourful gypsy caravans.  

 

 

Like much popular representation of place, the images appear to use the spectacular 

or beautiful to make a mark (see Fig. 1). There seems to be a narrow perspective on 

the canal’s territory. There is little suggestion of the interaction of humanity and 

place, or contemplation of what was once an industrial artery for the northern cities, 

reshaped into a marginal space. 

 

1.2 An argument for a different perspective 

As a counter to the utopian images described, my dissertation argues for a more 

diverse, informative and meaningful representation of the canal. While the still waters 

Fig. 1 Leeds & Liverpool Canal in snow (s.d.) 
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of the canal do not run deep, they are not too shallow to carry layers of contested 

meaning that are difficult to unravel. John Berger said ‘the relation between what we 

see and what we know is never settled’ (Berger et al., 2008:7); so it is when 

fathoming space. 

 

Part 2 of this work provides a brief history of the canal as context, followed by 

analysis across four main areas. Part 3 sets the framework, examining why meaning 

matters and the challenges in understanding post-industrial landscapes. Part 4 deals 

with the question of heritage versus history, and the alternative narratives offered 

through decay and ruins. Part 5 considers the materiality of the canal and 

humankind’s existential relationship with water that makes it a potent source of 

metaphor. Finally, part 6 deals with contemporary uses of the canal, including the 

dominant narrative of leisure and how that plays out against living on the canal. 

 

I will conclude by summarising the breadth of the narratives of the canal as a post-

industrial waterway and the case for a representation of these places that conveys 

richer meaning. 

 

1.3 Accompanying body of photographic work 

Completed alongside this dissertation is a photographic body of work showing the 

Leeds and Liverpool Canal. It is presented as a short film at 

www.leedsandliverpool.co.uk . This dissertation does not describe the photographic 

work but it has had an important effect on the creative choices made in the work. 
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1.4 Approach to research 

My research draws on a breadth of material relating to the wider UK canal network, 

and several writers on visual culture and cultural geography. In addition to 

references for citations, a full bibliography is provided in appendix 2. 

 

Amongst the range of research for this work, there are a number of writers that have 

been particularly influential. Stuart Hall’s work on visual culture as a circular process 

through which meaning continually evolves. Rob Shields and Tim Edensor both dealt 

with places on the margin, and their works have helped with my thinking about 

marginal versus normalised spaces. Finally, Celia Chen’s collection of essays, 

Mapping Waters: Thinking with Watery Places, have helped me make sense of the 

canal in the context of spatialisation. 
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2 A brief history 

Part 2 provides a brief history of the canal as context to the dissertation. 

 

The Leeds and Liverpool Canal was constructed over the 40 years to 1816 by the 

Leeds and Liverpool Canal Company. It is 127 miles long with 91 locks (Clarke, s.d. 

[canal historian website]). As a commercial waterway it supported Britain’s Industrial 

Revolution and growth in the towns along its route (Building Britain’s Canals, 2018).  

 

At the time, it was an industrial marvel that removed the logistical barriers of poor 

roads and horse drawn carts. Nonetheless, it is slow by modern standards. For 

example, it takes approximately 14 hours to navigate the 29¼ mile stretch between 

the town of Skipton and city of Leeds by modern narrowboat (Chris Cleg, s.d. [map]); 

on foot it would take approximately 8.5 hours and by modern train 45 minutes. 

 

The canal’s waters take vast volumes of water to sustain their man-made flows and 

keep its locks in use – each of the locks on the canal holds 80,000 gallons of water 

(Mike Clarke, s.d. [website canal historian]), and vast reservoirs were constructed to 

feed them. See Fig. 2 for an altitude map of the canal and the locations of reservoirs 

at the highest points. More were built as the volume of traffic increased. 

 

Railways and roads gradually outcompeted the canal - it was nationalised in 1948 

and regular commercial traffic stopped during the 1960s (Engineering Timelines - 

Leeds & Liverpool Canal, s.d. [website]).  
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Fig. 2 Leeds and Liverpool Canal altitude map (s.d.) 

 

With the introduction and historical context set out, I next move to the main body of 

my dissertation.
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3 Meaning matters 

3.1 Finding meaning 

How things are represented to us shapes how we think about them, and what they 

mean to us, and hence how we understand the world. In turn, meanings set 

boundaries to space; who a space is for, and who it is not for, ‘they define what is 

‘normal’, who belongs – and therefore who is excluded ... the relations of power’(Hall 

and Open University, 1997:10). In an image rich culture, the meaning attached to 

images can change our understanding of places. But meaning can also be elusive. 

 

In the book The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, William Blake described mankind’s 

limited capacity to receive meaning as ‘a haze at the doors of perception’ (Blake, 

2014 no page refs. [William Blake (1757-1827)]). My own experience of the Leeds 

and Liverpool Canal illustrates this. When I first explored the canal, it was not as I 

expected – the picture inside my head of a ‘canal’ was based on the more familiar 

networks of busy city canals and television representations. In contrast, I found the 

route of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal mostly quiet and empty of people. As Walter 

Lippmann observed in Public Opinion, his 1922 indictment of democracy, the ‘picture 

inside [the head] so often misleads ... in ... dealings with the world outside’ 

(Lippmann, 2014:Chapter I, para. 7).  

 

Moreover, my wish for the canal to be busy and populous, a place where I would find 

subjects for portraits, impacted my ability to see it differently. I continued for a while 

looking in vain for the lost people. This situation is described in Heather Douglas’s 

journal article, the irreducible complexity of objectivity. She describes how if one 
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becomes too attached to a particular perspective there can be an inability to see or 

accept things as they are; a lack of ‘detached objectivity’ (Douglas, 2004:459). 

 

The point is, finding meaning is not straightforward and we each come with our own 

ideas and biases, perceptual filters that can blind us to understanding. Image makers 

can help redress this with their work. 

 

3.2 It’s in the seeing 

Seeing always comes before representation and image-making. Beyond the thin 

layer of an image is the depth of space itself and the human contest to claim it. 

Cultural geography is a lens for understanding the complexities of the mapping of 

meanings to place through politically contested and multifaceted culture (Jackson, 

2012). To understand these complexities, one needs to acknowledge that space is 

socially constructed, imposed and played out in the ‘real topography of the world' 

(Shields, 2013:255). This understanding is, I believe, important to the making of 

meaningful images of place. 

 

Earlier, I talked about photographs that made their mark by targeting only the 

beautiful and the spectacular. Through these, it is easy to become immersed in a 

cultural soup of representation, ‘the veil of familiarity and self-evidence that 

surrounds the experience of seeing' (W. J. T. Mitchell, 2016:166). I suggest that the 

photographer-artist might lift this veil by seeing and thinking counter-culturally. 
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James Bridle (London based writer and artist) commented on how we perceive in an 

interconnected world, saturated with information '...the more we see the less we 

know' (New Ways of Seeing, Machine Visions, s.d. [BBC radio]). This idea originates 

before the digital age; in 1961 Daniel Boorstin wrote about the problems of meaning 

obtained through proxy, asserting that ‘we fill our lives not with experience but with 

the images of experience’ (Boorstin, 1975:252). As well as being counter-cultural, 

there is a necessity for the photographer-artist to engage with the struggle to have 

work seen, to avoid being lost in a swamp of images. 

 

In this part, I’ve made a short foray into the territory of meaning, why it matters, and 

the challenges faced when aiming to make meaningful images that offer the different 

perspective mentioned in my opening argument. I next turn to a cultural contest 

between heritage and history.
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4 Heritage versus history 

4.1 Setting the scene 

In Part 4, I compare the representation of place through heritage to that of history, 

including the role of the ruin. 

 

As the canal travels from Skipton to Leeds, its steely nemesis chases alongside on 

an electrified railway. Salts Mill1 on its bank, with 3,000 employees in its heyday, 

finally closed as a productive mill in the 1980s (Salts Mill - you really can’t miss it, 

s.d. [BBC website]). The mill is however preserved as a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site, with retail outlets, cafés and restaurants. It also houses a collection of David 

Hockney works, who was born in nearby Bradford. 

 

In contrast to preserved sites, Ted Hughes, in his poem Stubbing Wharfe, reflects on 

deindustrialised Yorkshire valleys: 

 

This gloomy memorial of a valley, 
The fallen-in grave of its history, 
A gorge of ruined mills and abandoned chapels 
The fouled nest of the Industrial Revolution 
That had flown ... (Hughes, 1998) 

 

I’ll now move on to consider heritage in detail. 

 

 
1 The Mill and its town Saltaire were designated World Heritage Sites in 2001. 
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4.2 Narratives of heritage 

Industrial heritage tells a mediated story of the canal. It has a symbiotic relationship 

with leisure on the canal – a heritage experience in return for the leisure pound. Part 

of the role of the Canal & River Trust (CRT) is to promote the canal as a location of 

leisure; for boaters, cyclists, joggers and walkers (The Canal & River Trust, s.d. 

[online]).  Heritage also has a tenuous relationship with history, which I discuss 

below.    

 

Fig. 3 Industrial Revolution Heritage Experience (1993) 

The canal is a part of the British industrial past and aspects of its meaning are 

shaped by heritage culture. Brian Goodall’s essay Industrial Heritage and Tourism 
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(Goodall, 1993) observes that as the original purpose of heritage sites no longer 

sustains them, they are often dependent on tourist income for their maintenance2. 

Fig. 3 provides a humorous illustration of heritage changing with culture. Heritage 

takes a variety of cultural standpoints when reading the Industrial Revolution 

(Goodall, 1993:99), which all shape current perceptions of the canal. Examples of 

‘engineering achievement’ as heritage are presented in the BBC’s documentary 

history of canals (Canals: The Making of a Nation, 2015) and in Channel 5’s civil 

engineering focused documentary (Building Britain’s Canals, 2018). They offer up 

the triumph of innovation and the wonders of engineering. An example of 

engineering information relating to the Leeds and Liverpool Canal is the archive 

compiled by canal historian and President of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal Society, 

Mike Clarke (Mike Clarke, s.d. [website canal historian]). While engineering 

achievements can be fascinating, the focus on them alone offers a narrow 

perspective, and either sidesteps the sociological or leaves it as a footnote; for 

example, the lot of the navvies I discuss below. Navvies (originally known as 

navigators) were the men and boys who dug the canals with picks and shovels. 

 

An instance of heritage offering a ‘perspective on the cyclical’ is in a 50-year-old 

television programme and what followed. Ian Nairn (Trans-Pennine Canal, s.d.) 

journeyed along the Leeds and Liverpool Canal in 1972, prior to its renovation and 

the development of disused industrial buildings. He called for the careful 

redevelopment of the space and the programme provides a visual record of the 

canal’s once neglected state, including the Skipton Canal Basin (Fig. 4). That 

 
2 The Canal and River Trust allocates significant resources to fund raising activities to sustain the 
canals (Canal & River Trust, 2019 [annual accounts]) 
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particular part of the canal was redeveloped many years ago and has recently 

attracted further investment totalling £7m to improve canal footpaths out of the town 

(Craven District Council, s.d. [online]). Skipton proclaims itself ‘the gateway to the 

Dales’ and successfully attracts tourists and funding. 

 

Fig. 4 Ian Nairn by Skipton Canal Basin (1972). 

 

This is not the story for all former industrial sites. According to the Guardian 

Newspaper article, Listed industrial giants decaying, English Heritage warns, 

‘industrial heritage falls ever more prey to dereliction, decay and ultimately 

demolition’ and redevelopment is not taking place for many sites (Kennedy, 2011 

[online]).  

 

Despite the welcome preservation of artefacts and places, it is important to 

recognise that heritage is created and managed for the purposes of current society 

(Ashworth et al., 2005); in the case of Skipton, the promotion of a tourist and leisure 
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destination. It is a product of culture shaping place and not an enquiry into history. 

As David Lowenthal observed, ‘heritage thrives on persisting error ... getting its 

history wrong is crucial for the creation of a nation ...’ (David Lowenthal, 1998:130). 

In the context of the canal, there is a light touch or avoidance of the less palatable 

aspects of its history. For example, the deaths and injuries of navvies cutting the 

canal - it can easily be discovered that it was a dangerous job but not the extent of 

deaths. Similarly, there is little information about the living conditions of the up to 

18,000 families living and working on UK narrow boats during the 18th century 

(Canals: The Making of a Nation, 2015). The navvies in particular have been 

marginalised. In life, they were mostly ignored apart from when they were rioting, 

and in death they were reported as strangers of uncertain origin; their narrative is 

incomplete and near absent (Burton, 2015 location 2374 [ebook]). That little is known 

about them suggests neglect or disregard for the working man at the time. The book 

Songs of a Navvy (MacGill, 1911), written by railway navvy Patrick MacGill, gives a 

harrowing sense of their experience, ‘roughing it hard, discarded and scared, in the 

uttermost corners of the earth’.  

 

Furthermore, heritage celebrates past achievements and industry that ‘cumulated in 

Britain becoming the workshop of the world’ (Historic England, s.d.) and it doesn’t 

dwell on hard realities of decline and the deindustrialisation. Heritage is the 

‘Disneyfication’ of history, avoiding the grim but important reading to be found in 

articles like Aditya Chakrabortty’s Why doesn’t Britain make things anymore. This 

discusses the decline and the lasting impact on communities affected by 

deindustrialisation, and the promise of ‘economic modernisation’ that has 

materialised as ‘industrial decay’, often without regrowth (Aditya Chakrabortty, 2011). 
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We cannot know history through heritage. Importantly it is formed in the present 

based on current and inherited attitudes towards the past. It materialises in the 

preservation of selected objects, places and practices (Harrison, 2012:14). As a 

mediated slice of history, it is based on a select view of what should be preserved 

and the availability of resources to allow preservation. 

 

I next consider the story of decay and ruin. 

 

4.3 Narratives of decay and ruin 

Decay and ruin are essential to understanding deindustrialised space. Without it, the 

story of the canal cannot be told. In Anthony King’s collection of essays, 

Representing the City, John Tagg observed that ‘the regimes of the city are crossed 

over, graffitied, reworked, picked over like a trash heap, and used to different ends ... 

' (Tagg, 1996:181). Thus, their meanings are reinvented. Ruins have significance in 

their own dereliction and are a long-standing trope in Western Art (Tate, 2014 

[exhibition]). They are symbols of decline and loss and, in the case of the canal, 

deindustrialisation; a reminder that slow forces of time ‘work outside and beyond the 

reach of our senses’ (Adam, 1998:9). In an interconnected world they can also 

signify growth in another place. It is a paradox that the ruin can be both a symbol of 

local failure and of growth elsewhere (Edensor and DeSilvey, 2013:468).  

 

Photography has adopted the representation of ruins from the art forms that predate 

it. Eric Sandeen’s essay Souvenirs from the Landscapes of Modernity: Richard 
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Misrach, Camilo Vergara, and the Visual Politics of Ruin (Sandeen, 2011) addresses 

the visual representation of dereliction and decay. It suggests that while the work 

aestheticizes decay, it also draws attention to it and serves as a call to action. In 

addition, it is a reminder that the world contains more meaning than is reflected in 

the widespread images of the beautiful and spectacular. In a similar vein, 

Afterimages of Steel by Haiko Hebig is analysed by Dan Swanton as he 

contemplates the ruins of industry. He takes Benjamin’s phrase “botanizing on the 

asphalt” and finds a ‘sense of the urban spaces as multi-layered, labyrinthine, and 

shaped by many competing stories’ (Swanton, 2012:265). If one observes and 

represents the canal well, it is multi-layered. It is by looking at the margins, beyond 

the normalised representations of space, that a broader sense of narrative is gained.  

 

 

Fig. 5 Mill Ruins (1979). 
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Touching on industrial decline in Yorkshire is Michael Nott’s critique, Ted Hughes’s 

and Fay Godwin’s Elmet: the remains of photography (Nott, 2016). The Remains of 

Elmet is a 1979 photopoetry book collaboration between the poet Ted Hughes and 

photographer Fay Godwin. It focuses on the historic area of Elmet (near Halifax) and 

its post-industrial decline (Fig. 5). Nott observes how the combined work is ‘post-

pastoral’, countering idealised or nostalgic views of place (Nott, 2016:264). In 

contrast, many of the contemporary images of canals online can be characterised as 

pastoral (example Fig. 6). 

 

 

Fig. 6 Friendly Swans at Skipton (2015) 

 

While many areas of the canal have been redeveloped, such as Salts Mill or the 

Leeds Canal Basin, the decline remains evident in other areas such as Blackburn 

where disused canal side buildings are now being demolished after a 2015 

announcement (Peter Magill, 2015). Where there is decline, there are signs of 
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‘making do’; of the imperfect and a reminder of the humanity between the 

commodified places. These places are not represented in popular imagery3 and they 

are not within the bounds of the CRT’s ‘life is better by water’ slogan. Through the 

lens of a capitalist society, ruins signify failed enterprise, poverty and uncertainty; 

even self-incrimination of capitalist ideology. They can make walking the canal a 

poignant experience. Tim Strangleman et al suggest in their journal article 

Introduction to Crumbling Cultures: Deindustrialization, Class, and Memory there is 

‘a strong case for the significance of deindustrialisation as both an historical event 

and a continuing influence on contemporary culture, communities and identities’ 

(Strangleman et al., 2013:20). 

 

Furthermore, ruins also offer a counterpoint to the bland urban development that is 

spreading along some areas of the canal (example Fig. 7). Tim Edensor, points to 

valuable lessons that can be learned from them in Industrial Ruins: Space, 

Aesthetics and Materiality (Edensor, 2005). He looks beyond the dominant 

perspective through which, ‘ruined space is understood as somewhere in which 

nothing happens and there is nothing’ (Edensor, 2005:8) and suggests the ruin ‘as a 

means to critique the over-regulated character of contemporary urban space ... that 

disguises the excess of meaning and curtails the range of possible activities ...’ 

(Edensor, 2005:94). 

 

The narratives of decay and ruin offer a perspective from the margins that is not to 

be found in the dominant narratives of heritage and ‘making life better by water’.  

 
3 Search for ‘canal ruins UK’ shows mainly nearby castle ruins as walks from the canal. 
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Next, in part 5, I consider the materiality of the canal and humankind’s profound 

relationship to water that inevitably shapes the perception of watery places 

 

.

Fig. 7 Waterside Point, Leigh (s.d.). 
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5 The materiality of the canal 

5.1 Flow and marginality 

The canal is a watery route that travels from place to place over space; a 

metaphorical journey. While it is accepted that the concepts of ‘space’ and ‘place’ 

are subject to debate (Massey, 1994), it is important to recognise that both space 

and place are socially constructed and obtain meaning through social and power 

relations of people and groups (Saar and Palang, 2009:7). Both end up being 

understood through what I earlier described as a cultural soup. By suggesting a 

process, rather than using space and place nouns, Rob Shield’s term ‘social 

spatialisation’ (Shields, 2013:31) brings the understanding that there is flux, rather 

than something solidly defined. 

 

The aqueous flow of the canal makes it more difficult to grasp than those of fixed 

places, and this ambiguity is an important part of its character. The complexities of 

this are examined in Cecilia Chen’s Mapping Waters: Thinking with Watery Places 

(Cecilia Chen, 2013). She observes, ‘Waters take place. The movements of water in 

our daily lives link us to places and to each other' (Cecilia Chen, 2013:275). They 

contain a journey. This fluidity often situates the canal at the margins of traditional 

land-bound places. Therefore, it is marginalised both through industrial decline and 

through topology.  
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5.2 Water and metaphor 

The water contained in canals plays out in metaphors, which help make sense of 

abstract ideas. An example of this is found in the journal article The Materiality of 

Research: Flows of Thought: On Canals, Materiality and Humanities. Here, Jodie 

Matthews is inspired by the material connection canals offer with the past and a 

possibility of tracing journeys; she observes ‘the canal being cut and the making of 

memory has been a useful way for me to think about our cultural memory of canals' 

(Matthews, 2013:3). As well as the physical cutting of the canals, there is of course 

the water that fills them. 

 

Humankind has an existential connection to water and ‘we cannot help but be moved 

by this shared relation’ (Chen et al., 2013:3).  Although meaning is mapped to place 

through culture, the canal’s watery materiality evokes meaning that is not necessarily 

dependent on the socio-political. There is a relationship to water that is primordial. 

We are moved by our connection to, and dependency on water, which makes it a 

subject for stories4 and legend. 

 

The poet Ian McMillan writes: 
 

The canal tells you stories 
The canal sings you songs 
They hang in that space 
Between memory and water 
 
(Ian McMillan, s.d. [online]). 

 

 
4 Google Books search on ‘water novel’ returns over 13 million results. 
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In Lee Rourke’s novel The Canal, the protagonist talks about his sense of 

attachment to place (the canal), ‘we seek reality in places and not in ourselves ... 

that help us make sense of it all’ (Rourke, 2010:155). The canal gives up unspoken 

stories and allows the character to understand his place. 

  

Leaving the materiality of the canal and its metaphors, Part 6 examines the use and 

misuse of the canal in the present day. 
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6 Contemporary uses of the canal 

6.1 Leisure 

In this part, I examine the contemporary uses and misuses of the canal. Of course, 

which is which depends on one’s perspective and cultural lens. I will discuss leisure, 

living and media representation. They all add to the canal’s rich narrative. I begin 

with leisure. 

 

The dominant narrative for the canal now is that of a place of leisure.  It is the 

preferred meaning (Hall and Open University, 1997:228) of the Canal & River Trust 

(CRT). The CRT is the powerful charity5 with authority over the canal network, which 

was state owned until 2012 (The Canal & River Trust, s.d. [online]). ‘Making Life 

Better by Water’ is the Trust’s motto. In 2018, the CRT began a rebranding exercise 

using advertising agency MSQ partners, seeking to promote waterways as a free 

and accessible source of wellbeing (Decision Marketing, 2018 [online trade journal]). 

The CRT’s 2018/19 annual report notes that this rebranding enabled it to attract 

additional funding to promote health and wellbeing (for example from the National 

Lottery and The Arts Council) (Canal & River Trust, 2019).  Its own representation of 

the canal reflects the CRT’s ideology of the canals being open and inclusive places 

of leisure, which they actively promote through social media @canalrivertrust. 

 
5 It manages 2000 miles of waterways and in 2018/19 it employed 1,700 people and its total income 
was £210m (Canal & River Trust, 2019) 
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Fig. 8 Ethnic minority group on boat (s.d.) 

The photograph above (Fig. 8) appears staged and constructed to produce the 

meaning of leisure and inclusivity. There are six children and two adults all of an 

ethnic minority, perhaps showing a day out for a large family or family and friends. 

Anecdotally, I have not seen a group like this on the canal – most appear to be 

middle-aged or retired and British white. A second example is below (Fig. 9). It 

shows a teenage girl from an ethnic minority group fishing and is quite different to 

the retired and unemployed men I have spoken to whilst they were fishing along the 

canal. However, these are images that promote the canal in the CRT’s own vision 

and intend to encourage wider enjoyment of the canal. The CRT’s own 2017 

Waterways and Wellbeing report states that only approximately 9% of canal users 

are from BAME backgrounds (Canal & River Trust, 2017:92), which explains the 

need to promote the waterways to a wider demographic.  

 

While these publicity images are no doubt well intended and need to be taken in 

context, they may give a misleading impression of the canal. 
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Fig. 9 Girl fishing on canal (s.d.) 

The canal as a leisure space is also actively promoted elsewhere. A Google search 

on ‘canal UK’ returns pages of promotions for canal holidays. The Channel 4 

television series Great Canal Journeys (Great Canal Journeys, s.d.) shows the 

perspective of boating-tourists and represents the canal as a space for holiday and 

social activities, while touching upon industrial heritage. It ran for 5 years from 2014. 

There are other television series featuring canals, including the formulaic  ‘Celebrity 

5 Go Barging’  (Golby, 2019), suggesting they make popular viewing. 

 

If we stack these images and television series, against Barthes’ mantra that ‘every 

photograph [or video] is a certificate of presence.’ (Barthes, 2000:87) we can 

envisage how many might think of the canal. This should be tempered by the 

likelihood that there is now far greater general awareness of the deception of 

images. John Tagg understood the connection between a photograph and reality 

very well, arguing that the photograph is ‘a new and specific reality ... which 

becomes meaningful in certain transactions and has real effects, but cannot [be 

considered] ... a truth’ (Tagg, 1993:3). However, even if an image is known to be 
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untrue, it can still form part of a ‘thicket of unreality’ (Boorstin, 1975:1). It muddies the 

waters, making it difficult to see what lies beneath. I described my personal 

experience of this in part 3.1 when I first explored the canal looking for portrait 

subjects. In the extreme, cultural sovereignty is used to homogenise space to the 

perspective of self-centred and entrenched groups (Bauman 1988: 25-26 in Shields, 

2013:276). When viewing leisure and publicity images of the canal, I am reminded of 

the maxim, ‘ask not what they show, but who shows them’. 

 

6.2 The difficulties of living on the water 

There is some controversy over policy setting and the policing of the canal for those 

who would make it home. There have been protests against the ‘CRT’s creeping 

privatisation and gentrification of the public towpath’ (National Bargee Travellers 

Association, s.d. [online])6 – see Fig. 10. Also, the treatment of those who live on the 

canal as their only residence (rather than holiday home) has been questioned. An 

article in the left of centre online newspaper, Vice, states that there has been no 

funding of a nationwide survey to prepare meaningful statistics for these people. It 

quotes Marc Willers, a traveller law expert (Garden Court Chambers, s.d. [online 

credentials]), explaining that it is because no one cares, “Boaters are seen as dirty 

gypsies at the bottom of the rung” (Broomfield, 2016). The same article points to an 

academic research report on boater access to health services, which gives some 

indication of the use of the estimated 33,000 UK houseboats. 

 

 
6 The National Bargee Travellers Association (NBTA) represents itinerant live-aboard boat dwellers, 
including in legal disputes with the CRT 
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Fig. 10 The flotilla protest (2019) 

Professor Margaret Greenfields’ report, Bath and North East Somerset Gypsy, 

Traveller, Boater, Showman and Roma Health Survey 2012-2013 (Margaret 

Greenfields and Liz Lowe, 2013), based on limited data in one area of the country 

suggests that 59% of boaters adopt their lifestyle because of the unaffordability of 

conventional housing, only 20% had moorings, and they experience a ‘high degree 

of nomadism enforced by their circumstances / legislation’ (ibid:40). 

 

The enforced nomadism for those without a costly and difficult to find residential 

mooring7, makes sustaining a lifestyle with place of work or school commitments 

difficult. The readily available continuous cruising licence requires a boat to move 

every 14 days (British Waterways Act 1995 [part 3, paragraph 17.3]) and, although 

 
7 CRT managed permanent moorings are at 95% capacity (Canal & River Trust, s.d. [Waterside 
Mooring, branded website]) 
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not specified in the legislation, the CRT controversially interprets this as movement 

in one direction and takes action to withdraw licenses from those in breach 

(Bomford, 2016 [BBC online]).  The Independent newspaper describes the ‘eviction’ 

of a family after 14 years of residence on a canal, and also highlights accusations 

that CRT are ‘gentrifying the canal and destroying ... community’  (Sommerlad, 

2019). The CRT’s actions may be intended to enforce the use of canal for leisure 

and prevent congestion in populous areas. 

 

There appears to be an imbalance of power between living and leisure. Benjamin 

Bowles, who spent 13 months as an itinerant boater as part of his PhD thesis, Water 

Ways: Becoming an itinerant boat-dweller on the canals and rivers of South East 

England, poignantly concluded his work by commenting on the fate of those who 

would live on the canal: 

 ‘a population most probably doomed to eventually succumb to sedentary 
pressures, fighting the pervasive forces of enclosure, privatisation and the 
constant attempts to make the free space of the waterways legible and settled’ 
(Benjamin Oliver Leonard Bowles, 2015:301). 

 

6.3 Media and reporting of the canal 

In this last section, I discuss additional layers of meaning added by representation of 

canals in the media. 

 

The BBC’s post WW1 gangland drama Peaky Blinders represented canals as sites 

of illicit deals, fights between rival mobs and murder; the darker margins of society. 

The drama was partly filmed at a site of industrial heritage, The Black Country 

Museum (Fig. 11). It is interesting to consider actual criminality along the canals. 
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Fig. 11 Black Country Living Museum in Film (s.d.) 

While crime statistics are not available for the waterways specifically (Metropolitan 

Police and British Waterways, 2000:20), CRT surveys reveal that waterways are 

often perceived as ‘dodgy’ or ‘threatening’ to a broad section of users (Canal & River 

Trust, 2017:107). A Google search for ["leeds and liverpool canal" + murder] returns 

several disturbing articles, including a connection to the horrific murder of toddler 

James Bulger in 1993. Manchester’s underwater police reveal pulling 16 bodies from 

Manchester’s canals over a four year period and recovering 10 firearms from the 

canal in Liverpool when hunting for only one (Wylie, 2019). There are stories of a 

serial killer, ‘the pusher’, on Manchester’s canals with numbers of victims reported in 

newspapers being up to 86 (in fact there were 22 such deaths) (Box, 2018). 

However, because of the lack of statistics linked directly to the canal it is not possible 

to know the true extent of crimes. 

 

As well as crime, the news also reports tragic suicides and abhorrent plastic 

pollution. Additionally, there are stories of regeneration or gentrification – words from 

opposing sides of the same contested space. In these places, the canal’s edge is an 

urban beach where the untamed meets ordered development and retail. The 

Guardian’s article The canal revolution: how waterways reveal the truth about 
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modern Britain explores these developments. It reveals the potential for developers 

to profit, and the more affluent in society to enjoy waterside property and retail 

experiences. While, at the margins, opportunities to live aboard are reduced as 

moorings are passed into private ownership, with owners who do not want the 

presence of boats on their newly acquired land (Burke and Blason, 2019). 

 

6.4 Summary of contemporary use 

Part 6 has examined a variety of uses of the canal from leisure and living to 

criminality and the contest between regeneration and gentrification. In conclusion, it 

illustrates how space is a social construct and informs how there will inevitably be 

different and evolving perspectives on what places mean; as Doreen Massey 

argued, ‘[space] is always in the process of being made. It is never finished; never 

closed’ (Massey, 2005:9). 
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7 Conclusion 

I began this work by describing what I see as the problem of utopian images of post-

industrial landscapes. That they have only a tentative connection to the canal’s 

territory and do little to convey the complex overtones of contested spaces. Nor do 

they recognise the effects of deindustrialisation. 

 

After providing a short contextual history of the canal, I discussed the conceptual 

importance of meanings; how they are formed, how they influence the perception of 

space, and ultimately how they determine who belongs and who does not. From this 

platform, I examined a number of narratives of the canal to illustrate its diversity as a 

space.  

 

Heritage versus history (part 4) explained heritage’s manicured narratives of past 

glory and achievement, places dependent on the heritage pound, and omissions of 

the reality of deindustrialisation and its lasting impact. Also, how decay and ruins 

offer a perspective that acts as a critique of regulated spaces, normalised 

representations, and a dominant capitalist ideology. 

 

The materiality of the canal (part 5) and its watery route were shown to take social 

meaning through the places and people connected by the flows, to act as a 

metaphor for memories, and to share unspoken stories that might help some find an 

‘understanding of it all’. 
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Part 6, the contemporary uses of the canal, explored the polemic narratives of 

leisure and living, and of the financially secure and the poor. It also dealt with news 

stories and media portrayal of the canal; of conflicting narratives of crime and ‘dodgy’ 

waterways as ill-matched running partners with regeneration and gentrification.  

 

I conclude that it is all of these stories that shape our understanding of place – 

meaning is produced through stories given value when incorporated into the 

everyday (Hall and Open University, 1997:3). However, discovering and unpicking 

these stories is no easy task. We suffer from the tyranny of linear perspective, limited 

by our own experience, knowledge, imagination, and time and energy. Peter 

Jackson observed in Maps of Meaning that ‘cultures are not simply systems of 

meaning and value carried around in the head. They are made concrete through 

patterns of social organisation’ (Jackson, 2012:2). It is the shifting, tangled web of 

social organisation that makes meaning elusive; in the case of the canal, complexity 

is obscured by its representation as a pastoral site of leisure. 

 

If the over-tones of place are to be revealed, photographer-artists need a considered 

approach to representing deindustrialised space, which embraces the diversity of 

space and expands perceived meanings. ‘It is us - in society, within human culture - 

who make things mean, who signify’. (Hall and Open University, 1997:3). 

 

I end with my own words that also form the narrative to the short film that is my body 

of work. They act as a portal between the written and the visual, and give voice to 

the manifold meanings of deindustrialised space. 
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A locked in flow moves through memories, land and time. 

A world connects with a space inside my head, where thoughts wander freely. 

Stumbling upon experiences real and imagined. 

Layers of histories and hopes, some owned and some borrowed. 

 

Two hundred years of time are trampled 

and worn into the paths along this watery route. 

The heritage of a grand project, ‘a gloomy memorial of [place] ... 

The fouled nest of the Industrial Revolution that had flown’8. 

 

It's a hotchpotch of a space. 

There are shipshape gardens and drowned shopping trolleys. 

Lovers’ graffiti and the anger of the disillusioned. 

Those living the grey dream, afloat 50 footers. 

Those subsisting on the margins. 

 

There are no celebrities on barges, and no café culture along these banks. 

But there are ‘stories and songs that hang in that space between memory and 

water.’9 

There are doors that once were, land cut with shovels, relics of industry and bird 

song. 

There are makeshift shelters, and childhood memories encrusted in rusty bicycles. 

 

Whoever shouts the loudest claims a space. The water calmly reflects. 

It’s from Leeds to Liverpool where my mind wanders. 

Through worlds within a world. Between presence and memory.

 
8 (Hughes, 1998) 
9 (Ian McMillan, s.d.) 
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APPENDICES 
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and-sunsets (Accessed 06/11/2020b). 

Fig. 2 Leeds & Liverpool Canal Society (s.d.) Leeds and Liverpool Canal altitude 
map. [Illustration] At: http://www.llcs.org.uk/html/route.html (Accessed 15/02/2020). 

Fig. 3 Hellman (1993) Industrial Revolution Heritage Experience. [Illustration]: 
JSTOR. At: https://www.jstor.org/stable/23287681 (Accessed 30/08/2019). 
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Fig. 10 National Bargee Travellers Association (2019) The flotilla protest. At: 
http://www.bargee-traveller.org.uk/ (Accessed 02/04/2020). 
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